A WHOLE NEW LIGHT IN ARCHERY
THE BEST ARCHERY PRODUCTS

www.AuroraArchery.com
Aurora represents a new reality in the archery market, but it has already imposed itself as a leader, thanks to the quality of its products and the search for perfection in each detail. All Aurora products are designed by passionate archers for passionate archers and are products able to offer innovative solutions without compromises. Aurora produces a wide range of archery products, which go from quivers to armguards, slings and cases. And in particular cases represent the best product of Aurora. Aurora case range is divided into three lines: Proline, Techno and Dynamic. On the following pages you’ll find several Aurora products, but for further informations, please visit the Web Site.

**PROLINE SERIES**
A range of products with no equals. A range of cases and accessories which will arouse enthusiasm in the most demanding archers. Proline products are top quality cases and accessories able to offer only and always the best.

**TECHNO SERIES**
Range of products specific for expert archers. It offers innovative technical solutions and it keeps a good competitiveness of its products.

**DYNAMIC SERIES**
Range of products marked by an optimum quality-price ratio. Dynamic series is particularly addressed to all beginners and offers a complete range of items which are able to satisfy every need, both of young and adult archers.
Proline cases line represent the highest quality level in the Aurora range of cases. Every detail has been accurately studied and only high quality materials have been used. If you are searching for an innovative case and you do not want compromises, Proline will be your choice.

**PROLINE TRAVELER CASE “TOP”**

This top range model offers a triple transportation system: a wheel transportation system, a back transportation system and a shoulder transportation system. This case is also equipped with a detachable backpack.

- 115, ideal for compound bows up to 43”.
  
  Size: Outside 46.5x17x7.5 inches (118x43x19 cm), Inside 44.5x15.25 inches (113x39 cm).
  
  Code 537537

- 100, able to hold a compound-bow of compact sizes (up to 35”) or a complete recurve-bow equipment.
  
  Size: Outside 40.5x17x7.5 inches (103x43x19 cm), Inside 38.5x15.25 inches (98x39 cm).
  
  Code 537534

115 version is also available in Realtree version.

Code 537882

**PROLINE TRAVELER CASE “MIDI”**

Midi case is identical in structure to Top model but it is not equipped with backpack.

It is available in two different sizes:

- 115
  
  Size: Outside 46.5x17x7.5 inches (118x43x19 cm), Inside 44.5x15.25 inches (113x39 cm).
  
  Code 537536

- 100
  
  Size: Outside 40.5x17x7.5 inches (103x43x19 cm), Inside 38.5x15.25 inches (98x39 cm).
  
  Code 537533

**PROLINE TRAVELER CASE “BASE”**

It represents the base model of the Proline range. It keeps the same structure of the previous models but it is not equipped with back transportation system.

It is available in two different sizes:

- 115, ideal for bows up to 43”.
  
  Size: Outside 46.5x17x7.5 inches (118x43x19 cm), Inside 44.5x15.25 inches (113x39 cm).
  
  Code 537535

- 100, perfect for small compound-bows or recurve-bows.
  
  Size: Outside 40.5x17x7.5 inches (103x43x19 cm), Inside 38.5x15.25 inches (98x39 cm).
  
  Code 537532
“Junior” definition indicates that this is the smallest version of all Proline cases, but its use is not only addressed to young archers. This case can perfectly hold a complete recurve-bow equipment and is equipped with both back and shoulder transportation systems. It can hold an arrow cylinder and is equipped with protections sleeve for both riser and limbs.

Size: Outside 37x13.5x7 inches (94x35x18 cm), Inside 36x12.5 inches (92x32 cm).

Code 538043
Techno cases line keeps several characteristics and details of the Proline case line unchanged. It includes technical solutions which allow a cost reduction. If you need an innovative case characterised by an excellent quality-price ratio, Techno represents an ideal choice.

**TECHNO TRAVELER CASE “JUNIOR WHEELS”**

The best choice for recurve-shooters. It can hold a complete recurve-bow equipment and it is extremely compact, in order to facilitate its transportation. It is equipped with a wheel transportation system and an anatomical shoulder strap.

Size: Outside 37x13.5x7 inches (94x35x18 cm), Inside 36x12.5 inches (92x32 cm).

**Code 538045**

**TECHNO TRAVELER CASE “JUNIOR LIGHT”**

To all those archers who are searching for cases with a reduced weight Aurora offers “Junior Light”, a case with a reduced weight and a shoulder transportation system. Techno Junior Light weights only 2.5 kg (5.5 pounds).

Size: Outside 37x13.5x7 inches (94x35x18 cm), Inside 36x12.5 inches (92x32 cm).

**Code 538044**

**TECHNO TRAVELER CASE “BABY WHEEL”**

Compact, practical and at the same time extremely spacious it can hold a complete recurve-bow and its accessories. It is equipped with both wheel and shoulder “Body Contour” transportation systems.

Size: Outside 34x12x6.5 inches (87x31x17 cm), Inside 33x11.5 inches (85x30 cm).

**Code 539091**

**AIRLINE COVER BAG**

In order to better protect your case, Aurora offers an airline cover bag that can be slipped over all Proline and Techno 100 and 115 cases. This cover bag is produced in a very durable material in order to be able to withstand the airline abuses. It’s equipped with two carrying handles on the long side, one carrying handle on the top, a name tag and wheel openings.

100-115

**Code 537538**

Junior

**Code 539309**
It is a really spacious compound bow case. It's equipped with both back and shoulder carrying systems. Each accessory can be placed inside this case in an accurate way, under the highest protection.

Size: Outside 46.5x17x7.5 inches (118x43x19 cm), Inside 44.5x15.25 inches (113x39 cm).

Code 538520

Each Techno an Proline case is internally designed to practically hold the complete equipment. In particular, each case (except Baby model) has a compartment for the arrow cylinder, a compartment for the quiver and a compartment for all other accessories. In order to better organize your case there are also available the “Travel Companions” accessories, which allow you to better use every square centimeter of your case.

A PLACE FOR EVERYTHING AND EVERYTHING IN ITS OWN PLACE
Dynamic series is an extremely complete range which goes from compound bow case models to the recurve bow cases. It is divided into three price-ranges (Top-Midi-Base), which can satisfy every kind of need.

**DYNAMIC CASE “TOP ELITE”**

Thank to its practicality, its class and its innovative solutions, this case has no equal. It allows the transportation of two bows and their accessories. It's equipped with both back and shoulder carrying systems. In order to better organize the accessories this case is equipped with two different bow compartments and with seven independent pockets. In order to better protect this case and the carried material, there is also a cover system against the rain.

Sizes: outside 45.5x15x5 inches (116x40 cm)

Code 539205

**DYNAMIC CASE “TOP”**

Among the archers of all over Europe, this is a really popular model. It allows the transportation of two compound bows and all their accessories. It is equipped with a strap which allows both back and shoulder transportation systems. The front pocket is divided into four different arrows and accessories compartments. Available with blue or red trim.

Sizes: outside 45.5x15x5 inches (116x40 cm).

Code 538390  
RD / BL

Also available in Realtree version.  
Code 538716

**DYNAMIC CASE “TOP LIGHT”**

The “Light” model of the Top case keeps some of the main characteristics of the case from which it derives unchanged. However it has been designed to contain only one bow and therefore less accessories. “Top light” case is characterised by an excellent quality-price ratio. Available with blue or red trim.

Sizes: outside 45.5x15x5 inches (116x40 cm).

Code 539224  
RD / BL
Compound case characterised by an incredible quality-price ratio. It is equipped with two external pockets: one is for the sight or for the accessories and one for the arrows. Internally it is divided in order to allow the transportation of two bows or to divide a bow from its accessories. It is equipped with a back carrying system.
Size: Outside 48.5x16.5 inches (123x43 cm), Inside 48x16 inches (122x41 cm).

Also available in Realtree version.

DYNAMIC COMPOUND CASE “BASE”

Basic model of our Dynamic line of compound cases. The high quality foam assures a good bow protection.
Size: Outside 48.5x16.5 inches (123x43 cm), Inside 48x16 inches (122x41 cm).

Also available in Realtree version.

DETAILS WHICH MAKE THE DIFFERENCE...

Top cases of the Dynamic line are rich in details and characteristics: this makes them unique.

All Dynamic compound line Top cases are equipped with a practical rear pocket.

In order to assure the maximum protection of your equipment all Dynamic compound line Top cases can be locked with a padlock.

In order to grant greater rigidity and strength all Dynamic Compound line Top cases are equipped with a reinforced bottom.

Dynamic range top cases are equipped with an internal holding net.

All Dynamic line Top recurve and compound cases can be transported through a shoulder or a back carrying system, thanks to an adjustable carrying strap equipped with a double attaching system.
Aurora’s “City Pack” is addressed to young and dynamic archers. It represents an ideal solution for equipment transportation. Thanks to its comfortable internal compartments, it allows you to carry a full recurve bow equipment. Inside the “City Pack” there are two separate limbs and riser padded pockets. Two wide frontal pockets and a lateral one allow you to perfectly organize your equipment. Arrows and stabilizer can be placed in a special compartment which can also hold an arrow cylinder.

Available in four different colors that perfectly adapt to the most different personalities.

Code 539278  OR / PR / BK / BL

Considering the different weather conditions, “City Pack” has been equipped with a practical rain cover system. If not in use, the Rain cover is stored inside a small pocket, but it can always be pulled out to further protect your equipment.

“City Pack” not only is equipped with straps, but it also has a real back carrying system. This system, called “Air Vent”, allows you to carry your equipment with a perfect weight distribution and with optimal ventilation. This will grant you maximum comfort.

In order to assure the maximum protection of your equipment “City Pack” is equipped with a riser and limbs case. This case will protect your riser and limbs and can also be removed in order to allow you to use your “City Pack” for other purposes.
DYNAMIC RECURVE CASE

DYNAMIC RECURVE CASE “TOP LIGHT”
This is a good-looking and practical recurve bow case. Thanks to its particular internal organization it can easily hold two complete target bows with all their accessories. It is equipped with a practical shoulder strap that allows the case to be carried both on shoulder and on back. Available in the versions with red or blue trim.
Sizes: outside 36x13 inches (92x33 cm).
Code 539277 RD / BL

DYNAMIC RECURVE CASE “MIDI”
This is a practical and inexpensive recurve bow case. It is equipped with four internal pockets, which can hold two risers and two pairs of limbs, and with four external pockets, which can hold the arrows and the accessories. Sizes: outside 97x44 cm, inside 96x42 cm.
Sizes: outside 36x13 inches (92x33 cm).
Code 537529

DYNAMIC RECURVE CASE “BASE”
This is an ideal case for beginners. It is equipped with two different compartments, which can hold the riser and the limbs, and with two small accessories pockets with Velcro closures. Available in black, jeans, sand, blue and red.
Size: Outside 33.5x10 inches (85x26 cm), Inside 32.5x9.5 inches (82x24 cm).
Code 537343 BK / JN / SD / BL / RD
Also available in Realtree version.
Code 53913

ONE PIECE AND LONGBOW CASES
To complete its range of products, Aurora offers two interesting cases for one piece bows and longbows. Black in colour are equipped with an internal pocket which can hold a string or other small accessories.
One Piece Code 539350
Longbow Code 539351
ACCESSORIES FOR CASES

Your best travel companions. Aurora’s search for perfection can be also perceived in the
neverending search for solutions which can help archers to completely satisfy their needs. To
this aim Aurora offers a range of accessories which optimally complete Proline and Techno
range of cases. Ask your dealer and choose with him the best “Travel Companions” accor-
ding to your needs, and you’ll discover them to be an inseparable part of your bowcase.

AURORA ADD-ON FOR BAGS

It is a practical add-on bag for Exe Economy cases, which allows the transportation of the
quiver and other accessories and it offers a shoulder strap transportation system.
Available in Black BK, Blue BL and Red RD.
Code 539281 BK / BL / RD

AURORA ARROW CYLINDERS

Each Aurora case can hold an arrow cylinder in order to optimally protect your arrows.
Aurora offers two different models of arrow cylinders: a base one characterised by the
possibility of modifying the length of the cylinder itself and a standard one, which adds
to the base’s characteristics an independent opening from the length adjustment.

BASE
Available in red and blue.
Code 539007 RD / BL

STANDARD
Available in red, black and clear.
Code 537760 RD / BK / CL

STABILIZER SLEEVES

These sleeves are available in the following ver-
sion: blue with EXE logo (E), black with Booster
logo (B) and black without any logo (BK). For
central stabilizers there are two different lengths:
28-31” and 31-33”.
Central stabilizer
Code 538574 28 / 31 B / E / BK
Side Rods
Code 538578 E / BK
In order to allow the transportation of two compound bows in the Proline cases, Aurora offers a padded partition which can be attached through a Velcro strap to the 100 and 115 cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>537541</td>
<td>100 Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>537542</td>
<td>115 Code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Riser and limbs padded covers, which are the ideal completion of all Proline and Techno cases. They can hold every kind of riser and limbs and they can be attached inside the cases through a Velcro strap system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>537545</td>
<td>Riser Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>537546</td>
<td>Limbs Code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accessories modules which can be inserted inside Proline and Techno cases. They allow you to perfectly organize the transportation of small accessories. #1, #2 and #12 models can be inserted in every Proline and Techno 100 and 115 cases, while model #12 Junior can be used for Junior and Baby cases.

Sizes #1, #2 and #12: 15x11 inches (38x28 cm).
Sizes #12 Junior: 14.5x8.5 inches (37x21 cm).
12 and 12 Junior models are double-sided and have pockets on both faces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>537550</td>
<td>#1 Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>537551</td>
<td>#2 Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>537552</td>
<td>#12 Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>538519</td>
<td>#12 Junior Code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Angular Pocket with zip closure. It can hold a wide range of accessories. Thank to its special padding it assures a good protection inside and outside the pocket itself.

Sizes: 7.5x7.5x10.5 inches (20x20x27 cm).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>537539</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similar to the previous model, it is almost double-sized if compared to the triangular model.

Sizes: 12.5x6 inches (32x15 cm).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>537540</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Aurora produces a practical case suitable for most of the sights available on the market.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>537352</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to perfectly protect your riser and limbs Aurora offers you a protection set for risers and limbs with an internal velvet lining.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>537348</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Aurora represents a reference point for the best world archers and that is why several European National Teams have chosen Aurora quivers as their official quivers. Aurora quivers are characterised by an extreme high quality level and are available in a wide assortment of models and colours, which goes from Proline range (the favourite model of several international archers) to Fun range (perfect for shooting schools and beginners). If you choose an Aurora quiver, you will choose quality and class.

**Techno Jazz Quiver**

High quality quiver. It is characterised by brilliant and distinctive colours. It is also equipped with an embroidered logo and reinforced pocket profile, which make this quiver a class quiver. Available in right R or left L version in a range of five different colors. Blue BL, Red RD, Grey GY, Aqua LB and Khaki KL.

*Code 538431*  BL / RD / GY / LB / KL  R / L

**Techno Quiver**

Quiver rich in little details which distinguish it from other quivers and also make it unique. Available in right R or left L version, in a wide assortment of colors: Bordeaux BG, Grey GY, Green GR, Black BK, Red RD and Blue BL. Also available in the special Realtree CM color.

*Code 537491*  BG / GY / GR / BK / RD / BL / CM  R / L

**Techno Youth Quiver**

A reduced version of the Techno model, with 3 arrow cylinders instead of 4 and a reduced length, in order to better adapt to archers with a draw length up to 26” and therefore particularly suitable for women and kids. Available in right R or left L version in the colors: Black BK, Red RD and Blue BL.

*Code 537587*  BK / RD / BL  R / L

**Techno Field Quiver**

Field quiver. Available in right R or left L version in Black BK color and in the special Realtree CM color.

*Code 539282*  BK / CM  R / L

**Proline Quiver**

Exclusive silver colored quiver. Complete with belt. Available in right R or left L.

*Code 538581*  R / L
Base model of Dynamic line, it is ideal for beginners and archery schools. It can be used both from right handed archers and left handed archers and is equipped with three dividing arrow tubes and an accessory hook. Also available in the special Jeans JN color.

Code 537484 BL / TL / BG / RD / BK / CM / JN R / L

DYNAMIC BASE QUIVER

A good-looking quiver equipped with three dividing arrow tubes, three zippered pockets and a hook for the accessories. In its front part there is an additional pocket for pencils and scorecards. Available in right R or left L version in the colors: Turquoise TL, Bordeaux BG, Black BK, Red RD and Blue BL. Also available in the special Realtree CM and Jeans JN colors.

Code 537473 BL / TL / BG / RD / BK / JN R / L

DYNAMIC TOP QUIVER

For all quiver models of Dynamic line Top, Midi and Base, Aurora offers a nice jeans colored version.

Code 537477 BL / TL / BG / RD / BK / JN R / L

DYNAMIC MIDI QUIVER

Similarly to the previous model, it is equipped with a different belt attachment system and does not have the upper pocket. Available in right R or left L version, in the colors Turquoise TL, Bordeaux BG, Black BK, Red RD, Blue BL and Jeans JN.

Code 537477 BL / TL / BG / RD / BK / JN R / L

DYNAMIC YOUTH QUIVER

Reduced version of the base model. It is ideal for archers with a draw length up to 24”.

Code 537591 BL / RD / BK

FUN QUIVER

Economic quivers with optimum quality-price ratio. It is available in a wide assortment of colors.

Code 538521
Practical accessory belt, which allows you to easily attach and detach the quiver without taking off the belt itself. It can be used by both right-handed archers and left-handed archers and is equipped with a rear accessory pocket and a water bottle. Available in the colors: Red (RD), Blue (BL), Black (BK), Sand (SA) and in the special Realtree (CM) color.

**Code 537608**  
RD / BL / BK / SA / CM

**DYNAMIC TOP BELT**

---

**DYNAMIC BELT MIDI**
Quiver belt with snap closure. It is equipped with an accessory clip. It can be adjusted to any waist size.

**Code 537585**

**DYNAMIC BASE BELT**
Effective and economic belt. It can be adjusted to every waist size through a practical Velcro strap.

**Code 537586**

---

**ARMGUARDS**

**DYNAMIC TOP BELT**

---

**BELL CLIP**
Accessory belt clip.  
#1 Metal  
**Code 537502**  
#2 Plastic  
**Code 538490**

---

**BOW HOLDER**
Practical belt bow holder with Velcro safety closing system.

**Code 538078**

---

**WATER BOTTLE**
Water bottle. It can be attached to the belt.

**Code 539344**

---

**3 TUBES SET**
Set of three plastic tubes for quivers.

**Code 538470**

---

**DYNAMIC SHORT**
Premium quality armguard. It assures maximum comfort. Available in three different colors.

**Code 537576**  
BK / RD / BL

**DYNAMIC VENTED**
Vented armguard. Available in three different colors.

**Code 538593**  
BK / RD / BL

---

**DYNAMIC BASE**
Small armguard. Available in three different colors.

**Code 538584**  
BK / RD / BL

**DYNAMIC LONG**
Long armguard. It offers maximum comfort and protection. Available in three different colors.

**Code 537572**  
BK / RD / BL

**DYNAMIC JUNIOR LONG**
Reduced version off the long armguard, ideal for kids.

**Code 537580**  
BK / RD / BL
**ARCHER ACCESSORIES**

**WRIST SLING**
Wrist sling with a unique ball adjustment system for the length. Available in a wide variety of colors.

*Code 535513*

**WRIST-SLING COMPETITION**
Bow sling with woven string.

*Code 538496*

**FINGER SLING**
Finger sling with a unique ball adjustment system for the length. Available in a wide variety of colors.

*Code 535512*

**FINGER SLING STANDARD**
Traditional design finger sling. Wide range of colors available.

*Code 536193*

**RELEASE WRIST DELUXE**
Release wrist strap which assures a secure and comfortable grip.

*Code 538471*

**RELEASE WRIST**
Traditional release wrist strap, available in a wide assortment of colors.

*Code 537353*  
RD / RD / BL / SA

**ALLEN SET**
Allen key equipped with a practical case. Complete Set Case

*Code 532306*  
*Code 537584*

**BOWSTRINGER**
This bowstringer works between tip and limbs, assuring an optimal hold.

*Code 537300*

**OUTDOOR BACKPACK + STOOL**
Practical backpack with stool. It is ideal for Field or 3D competitions and for many other open-air activities. Available in the colors: Sand SA, Black BK and Realtree CM.

*Code 539301*  
SA / BK / CM

**OUTDOOR FIELD PACK**
Practical pack which can be carried in your Field or 3D competitions, or easily in every other occasion. It is equipped with two separate front pockets and two side pockets (one of these side pockets is a bottle holder). It can be carried through a shoulder strap or through a handle. Available in the colors: Red RD, Blue BL, Black BK or Realtree CM.

*Code 538046*  
RD / BL / BK / CM

**QUIVER FOR BACKPACK WITH STOOL**
Quiver for backpack + stool.

*Code 539354*
REALTREE LINE - CASES

REALTREE LINE

Aurora produces a series of items in Realtree HD Green color. Among these there is a complete range of cases which articulates on the following three different series: Proline, Techno and Dynamic; a complete line of quivers and some complementary accessories of the Aurora Outdoor range.

PROLINE TRAVELER CASE “TOP”  
Code 537882

DYNAMIC RECURVE CASE “BASE”  
Code 539134

TECHNO TRAVELER CASE “LIGHT HUNTER”  
Code 538520

CROSSBOW CASES

Crossbow transportation cases. Model equipped with a strap, which allows a back transportation system, and two accessory pockets.  
Code 539349

DYNAMIC COMPOUND CASE “MIDI”  
Code 539133

DYNAMIC COMPOUND CASE “BASE”  
Code 539132
This practical medium-sized backpack includes several pockets and compartments, besides a practical transportation system for compound bows. This backpack is also equipped with a rain cover system.

Code 530448